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Visual mental imagery and perception in subjects with acquired brain damage

Introduction
If, before leaving home, we realize that we don’t have our wallet in the bag and we don’t remember where we put it, we can generate a series of mental images in order to recall the actual location of
the wallet. What is the nature of mental images? The debate addressed the question of the components of imagery and of the relationships with visual perception. Is imagery an analogous of
perception? In Kosslyn’s theory (1994) the relations among external objects (like spatial properties) which are preserved in perception are also preserved in imagery. By studying patients with brain
damage we realised that perceptual impairments are often associated to limitations in the ability to create images (Farah 2000). Patients, who have lost the ability to recognize certain classes of objects,
often have difficulties in generating mental images of the same objects. Neglect patients, for example, when asked to visually remind an environment, familiar to them before the neuronal damage,
describe only those objects that are located on the right side (Bisiach and Luzzatti, 1978), when asked to imagine the environment looking from the opposite side, they describe only those objects that
were previously excluded. However, in recent literature cases of double dissociation, in which perceptual functions are preserved and those imaginative impaired or, vice versa, there are damaged
perception functions but intact imaginative capacity are reported.
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Goals
In the first study I aimed to investigate the relationships between perception and imagery in patients with brain damage in 5 different domains, through a battery of tests developed by Bachoud-Lèvi,
Bartolomeo and Chokron (2002), readapted for the Italian population by Antonietti, Oliveri, Incorpora et al. (2008). Literature suggests the existence of at least five kinds of visual entities whose
imagery can be independently affected by brain damage: shapes of objects, color of objects, recognition of faces, recognition of orthographic material, recognition of spatial relationships. In the second
study I investigated the relationship between imagery test performance and visualizer/verbalizer cognitive style, detected by proposing 2 questionnaires (VVQ and QSVV). Finally in a third study,
through instrumental investigations (DTI, MRI) in a group of patient with focal damage and specific imagery deficit, I aimed to correlate imagery and perception deficits to respective impairment in
neural correlates.
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Study 1 Method

PROCEDURE
Patients were tested individually in a quiet room. BIP was
administered in three one-hour sessions. The battery is in pencil and
paper format, not computerized. I didn’t record responsiveness but
only the correct answers, accepting as correct the spontaneous self
corrections.

PARTICIPANTS
• 60 healthy subjects, 20 males and 40 females, aged between 36 and

75 years, with an average of 62.96 years.
• 54 Patients, 31 male and 23 female, between 23 and 75 years with a

mean age of 50.03 years. Recruited from the population of in-patients
at "Don Carlo Gnocchi ONLUS - Foundation, IRCCS Santa Maria
Nascente" (Milan, Italy).

INSTRUMENTS
BIP battery is a set of tests to assess deficit of mental imagery and
visual perception. Tests explore 5 different domains of imagery.

Shape
Animal comparision; 

Mental representation of physical details; 
ObjectsComparision;

Morphological discrimination; 
Mental representation of objects; 

Valutatin of physical details;

Color
Memory of typical color of objects; 

Color comparision; 
Color denomination;

Orthographic material
Mental representation of figures and numbers;

Mental construction of letters; 

Mental representation of letters;

Mental representation of words;

Reading of  figures and numbers;

Reading of letters; 

Reading of words

Space
Points and arrows; 

Clock 
(Imaginative and perceptive)

Face
Mental representation of famous faces; 

Recognition  of famous faces;

I used non parametric statistics index (Mann Whitney test). The
diagnostic prevision index was calculated for each subtest of the
battery, using the ROC analysis.

Data Analysis and Results

Study 2 Method

PROCEDURE
VVQ and QSVV were administered by an examiner after performing BIP.
Patients with visuo-spatial deficits or slight forms of aphasia were
assisted by the examiner to read and correctly interpret the statements
of the questionnaire.

PARTICIPANTS
48 Patients, 31 male and 23 female, between 23 and 75 years with a 
mean age of 50.03 years. Participants, all of Italian nationality, were 
Recruited from the population of in-patients at "Don Carlo Gnocchi 
ONLUS - Foundation, IRCCS Santa Maria Nascente" (Milan, Italy).

INSTRUMENTS
Verbalizer-Visualizer Questionnaire (VVQ) di A. Richardson. (1977)
15 item => 7 statements describe a verbal thinking style and 8 relate
to a visual style. The respondent is asked to answer “true” or “false” on
the basis of how much what is described in the item corresponds to
his/her habits or preferences.

Questionario sulle strategie visive e verbali (QSVV) Antonietti e
Giorgetti (1993)
18 statements => is composed of items about everyday-life activities
in which people may use verbal or visual strategies. For each item
respondents estimate on a 5-point scale how frequently they employ
the mental strategy described in such item. A score of visualizing
tendency is computed by subtracting the verbal scores from the visual
scores. 1

Data Analysis and Results
A series of ANOVAs were computed by assuming the presence/absence
of each cognitive disorder (attention, memory, executive function,
neglect, visuo-spatial cognition, apraxia and language) as the
independent variable and VVQ and QSVV scores as the dependent
variable. Statistically significant differences were found only by
comparing patients without and with neglect, attentional and memory
deficits.

Study 3 Method

PROCEDURE
Patients were administered to a MRI with diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI), and were selected on the basis of their lesion and their
performances in BIP. They show, in fact, deficit in a specific domain of
mental imagery.

PARTICIPANTS
4 patients, of the sample described in the two previous studies of this
work, one male and three females. They were recruited from the
population of Don Gnocchi Foundation ONLUS, IRCCS Santa Maria
Nascente of Milan and were all relapse- and steroid-free for at least 1
month before the beginning of the study. Their mean age was 47, 6
(range 37-60) years.
18 healthy subjects, as controls, ten males and eight females, with
mean age of 72, 9 (standard deviation 2, 6) years, had to be without
neurological disorders and with a normal neurological case history.

INSTRUMENTS
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
technique that enable the measurement of the restricted diffusion of
water in tissue in order to produce neural tract images.

1. the images weighed in diffusion will be submitted to tractographycal
analysis

2. it will be mapped the principals fasciculus of connection and It will
be calculated the values of middle diffusivity and fractional
anisotropy inside tracts IFOF inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, ILF,
inferior longitudinal fasciculus, Uncinate fasciculus

Data Analysis and Results

Analysis of IFOF, ILF and uncinate fasciculus (UF) calculating structure
integrity values FA (fractional anisotropy) and MD (mean diffusivity).

• subjects older than 65 obtained statistically worst performances in
perceptive task of recognition and denomination of colour. Subjects
with more than 13 years of schooling (college/university) resulted
statistically skilful in the task of mental representation of letters and
words (orthographic domain).

• Data demonstrate that subject with memory deficit give worst
performances comparing to the rest of the sample in spatial imagery
test Im13 (p<, 003) and a tendency to low performance in Im7
(u=.009). Subjects with Neglect give performances tendentially low in
task P7 (u=.006).

•Concerning lesion site, subject with subcortical injury give significantly
higher scores in Im6 (u=002). Instead someone who has a parietal
lesion obtain a tendency to a low score in task Im14 (u=.004).

• Correlations among visual perception sub test and visual mental
imagery in each domain

• Correlations among mental imagery sub test within each domain and
between domains

• Sensibility and specificity of each test

Perceptual Tasks Imaginative Tasks rho

P1- Perception of physical details

P1- Perception of physical details

P1- Perception of physical details

P1- Perception of physical details

P1- Perception of physical details

P2- Colour dénomination

P2- Colour dénomination

P3a- Reading figures

P3b- Reading numbers

P4- Reading letters

P4- Reading letters

P5- Reading words

P6- Recognition of famous faces

P7- Spatial perception

P8- Clock

I1-Comparision of animals

I2- Mental representation of physical details

I3- Comparison of objects

I4- Morphological Discrimination

I5- Mental representation of objects

I6- Memory of typical colour of objects

I7- Comparison of colours

I8a - Mental representation of figures

I8b - Mental representation of numbers

I9 - Mental constructions of letters

I10ab - Mental representation of letters

I11- Mental representation of words

I12- Mental representation of famous people’s

faces

I13- Spatial Representation

I14- Clock
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IM1 IM2 IM3 IM4 IM5 IM6 IM7a IM7b IM7ab     IM8a IM8b IM9 IM10a IM10b    IM11 IM12  IM13 IM14
IM1 1.00
IM2 -.108     1.00
IM3 .012    -.132 1.00
IM4 .397** -.191  .246 1.00
IM5 .047 .041 .097 .243 1.00
IM6 .294* .025 .029 .527** .110 1.00
IM7a  -.084    -.016 .112 .260 .278* .100 1.00
IM7b -.012    -.078 -.028 .079 .203 .012 .343** 1.00
IM7ab -.086   -.049 .050 .213 .335** .061 .906** .681** 1.00
IM8a   .191    -.007 -.018 .317*   .100 .207 .179 .139 .183 1.00
IM8b   .216     .105 .334** .278*   .093 .247 .281 .035 .216 .440**   1.00
IM9 .201     .175 .122 .470** .369** .540** .254 .037 .219 .213 .458** 1.00
IM10a .235     .059 .095 .239 .079 .355** .057 .137 .069 .267* .234 .346** 1.00
IM10b .154    -.110 .168 .405** .029 .574** .109 .035 .097 .382** .337** .523** .453** 1.00
IM11   .150     .122 .144 .137 .173 .132 .084 .145 .072 -.014 .252 .273* .480** .279* 1.00
IM12  -.076    .183 .092 .302*   .113 .266*   .097 -.127 .040 .123 .045 .075 .054 .064 -.001 1.00
IM13   .107    -.109 .184 .422** .251 .327*   .103 .010 .049      -.019 -.013 .468** .051 .246 .286* .028 1.00
IM14   .042    -.052 .132 .245 .333** .111 -.055 .086 -.016      .132 .295 .419** .187 .162 .212  -.207 .432** 1.00

IM1 IM2 IM3 IM4 IM5 IM6 IM7a IM7b IM7ab IM8a IM8b IM9 IM10a IM10b IM11 IM12 IM13 IM14

Sensibility 1,9 59,3 13,0 7,4 38,9 1,9 22,2 1,9 11,1 0,0 3,8 27,5 20,8 0,0 40,7 20,8 68,5 31,5

Specificity 100,0 55,0 91,7 96,7 71,7 98,3 93,3 100,0 98,3 98,3 98,3 79,3 91,7 98,3 80,0 91,7 71,7 90,0

P1 P2 P3a P3b P3ab P4a P4b P4ab P5 P6 P7 P8

Sensibility 53,7 0,0 0,0 5,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 7,5 59,3 5,6 3,7

Specificity 56,7 88,3 98,3 93,3 98,3 98,3 98,3 98,3 98,3 58,3 96,7 96,7

Means Plot memory Means Plot attention Means Plot neglect

deficits.

Data revealed a higher tendency to visualize in patients with neglect;
on the other hand, a lower tendency toward visualization emerged in
patients with attention and memory disorders. For QSVV statistically
significant differences were found only for neglect patients, that
replicated what had been observed with the VVQ

A series of ANOVAs were computed to test possible connections
between the verbalizer-visualizer style (VVQ scores) and the
lateralized site of lesion. Statistically significant differences due to the
lesion were found in parietal and subcortical groups.

Specific Brain Area Patients F3,44
____________________________
No lesion Right Left Bilateral

_________________ ________ ________ _______ ________
Frontal 7.50 (2.14) 8.78 (2.22) 7.50 (2.44) 7.55 (1.80) 0.85
Temporal 7.30 (2.23) 9.00 (0.75) 7.60 (2.88) 8.60 (1.51) 1.71
Parietal 7.37 (2.21) 9.00 (0.75) 9.25 (1.70) (---) 3.24*
Subcortical 8.29 (2.23) 8.89 (1.36) 7.00 (2.36) 6.33 (1.49) 3.94**
p < .05 p < .01 **

Table Mean VVQ Scores (standard deviations in parentheses) in Patients with No lesion
and Right/Left/Bilateral lesion in Each Specific Brain Area

Data suggested that patients with a parietal focal lesion tended to use
a mixed cognitive style (so verbal and visual strategies are used in a
similar extend) than subjects with no lesion. When the parietal lesion
is lateralized, patients use of verbalization decrease. Patients with
subcortical bilateral lesions were more verbalizer than participants with
no lesion or right focal lesions. This suggested that only a bilateral
lesion in subcortical areas could produce a decreased use of visual
strategies and preference for the verbal ones.
In QSVV scores there were no statistically significant differences due
to the site of lesion.

1)Patient 1: From BIP analysis: impaired spatial perception (highly
compensated by strategies) and impaired mental construction and
working memory. From tractography: had a right lesion, right IFOF,
ILF and UF compromised

2)Patient 2: From BIP analysis: pathological in mental construction
of letters (I9), mental representation of famous faces (I12) and
spatial imagery and perception tests (I13, P7, dots and arrows).
From tractography: right ILF and UF compromised, in the left
hemisphere altered values of UF.

3)Patient 3: From BIP analysis: pathological performances in
orthographic material (mental representation of numbers I8,
mental construction of letters I9, mental representation of words
I11), mental representation of famous faces (I12) and space
domain (I13 and I14), only in imagery section. From tractography:
impaired right IFOF, ILF and UF, altered values of left UF.

4)Patient 4: From BIP analysis: performance was severely defective
in colours imagery (comparation of colours I7) orthographic
material (mental construction of letters I9), mental representation
of famous faces (I12) and space domain (I13 and I14). From
tractography: in both right and left UF we noticed altered values
that means bilateral structural damage for this stream.

Inferior Fronto Occipital Fasciculus Inferior Longitdinal Fasciculus Uncinate Fasciculus

Discussion
STUDY 1: The presence of strong correlations among BIP imagery tasks in each domain is a confirmation of the existence
of imagery sub domains. Evidences of correlations among tasks belonging to different imagery domains show moreover
the interdependence among these domains that converge toward common cognitive mechanism. This data is fundamental
in two senses: from the point of view of the possible use of BIP as diagnostic instrument (impairment of a selective
imagery domain and their underlying cognitive structure), and about rehabilitation (a rehabilitation of a specific cognitive
mechanism, common to different domains, may contribute to a general improve of imagery abilities).
A solution for the creation of a more diagnostic efficient instrument may consist in an extrapolation of those tasks that
show more diagnostic value (ROC analisys) in each domain of the BIP.
STUDY 2 Results showed a high tendency to mentally visualize in patients with visuo-spatial neglect and a low tendency
toward visualization in patients with attention and memory deficits. Mental visualization appears to be an activity which
requires a consistent involvement of attention and memory resources. Patients with neglect can benefit from an imagery
training: the habits to use strategy learned during rehabilitation treatment may be transferred spontaneously to everyday
activities. About lesion site decreased use of visual strategies occurred only in patients with bilateral lesions in sub-cortical
areas. Parietal, and subcortical focal lesions interfere with verbalization and favour the preference toward visualization
(using mixed style). This could be interpreted in the light of the concept of cerebral plasticity: the brain modifies the use of
strategies and division of resources “betting” on the integrity of other functions, systems, brain regions.
STUDY 3 Patient 1, 2 and 3 had working memory deficits, peripersonal left neglect, and so deficit in spatial exploration. All
the tree patients had right lesions, and in particular damage in right IFOF and right ILF. This confirmed IFOF and ILF
involvement in neglect (Urbanski et al., 2008; Bird et al., 2006) and so in spatial imagery and mental construction. In
patients 2, 3 and 4 I found deficits in famous faces recognition. All the tree patients had impaired left uncinate fasciuculus.
Also Papagno et al. (2010) showed that the resection of the uncinate fasciculus, in its frontal or temporal part, has long-
lasting consequences for famous face naming.

Conclusion
The preliminary study permitted to make first evaluations about the possible application
of BIP (Imagery and Perception Battery) on a clinical population with brain lesions. The
second study showed the relationships between the verbalizer-visualizer styles and
memory, attention, neglect deficits and subcortical and parietal lesion. The third study
showed the relationship between right IFOF and right ILF impairment with spatial
imagery and mental construction and left uncinate fasciculus with famous face
recognition.
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